
Welcome to the Team Odlo UK website.

On this website you will find information on the races we are competing in,
the expeditions we are doing and how to get in touch with us.

My name is Maria Leijerstam. I'm an expeditioner and adventure racer and
have competed in challenges all over the world.

This year has seen the development of a new relationship with Odlo UK as
my title sponsors so I'd like to say a massive thank you to them.

In our debut apperance in May we won the Keswick Open5+ adventure
race as a female pair. Must have been those Odlo Bras!

I'd also like to thank all of my other sponsors for providing me with kit,
clothing and gadgets!

 
Maria & Zoe 1st placed Female Pair in the Keswick Open5+
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Portugal XPD World Championships Race Report
- Nerves of Steel

As Helly Hansen crossed the finish line to be crowned the new
world champions it dawned on me that level headed composure and
pure technical genius was what these champions had way ahead of
us.

Portugal XPD was to be the toughest Adventure Race ever and after
6 days of extreme endurance and amazing experiences it showed
on all of our faces. To find out that Tom (the HH navigator) had
competed in 4 previous world championships and not completed
any of them but then on his 5th managed to win it filled me with
great hope. The despair that I felt for not having completed the
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great hope. The despair that I felt for not having completed the
race began to subside.

Here is my story.....

On Sunday 8th November we sat nervously around the breakfast table in
our hotel trying to force feed ourselves with what would be our last proper
fill for the next 6 days. The night before, Paul and I had looked through the
69 maps that we had been given trying to ascertain a suitable route. The
task ahead was overwhelming and so we settled with just numbering the
maps in order. Just looking at the 900k course made us tired and this was
what added to a morning of nerves.

STAGE 1 - 60k

Stage 1 was the Prologue which aimed to make the event more spectator
friendly by having us tearing around the local community collecting check
points and taking part in an array of activities, from climbing and abseiling,
to playing traditional games such as Malha and Petanca. Chris, Paul, Gary
and I took it in turns to do an activity with me collecting the team 30
points for climbing and abseiling. After 2hrs of running at quite some speed
around Cassis the 5c climb was not the easiest to negotiate but I managed
it with no dramas. Stage 1 section 1 was over and we claimed what was to
be the only bonus check point for us of the race.

Our transition to skates took us almost 6 minutes which was not the
slickest. I was nervous about this part as it was the phase that I had least
experience in howeverl I got on with getting myself padded up and ready
for the 12k skate that lay ahead.
At this stage we were delighted to see that we had made transition 5
minutes before the current World Champions – Orion Health of New
Zealand. Our spirits were really high but as expected within 1 minute into
the skate they flew past us as though they were on motorised skates. The
Swedes were next, towing each other at a speed of probably 40kph. Our
meagre speed of 14kph in comparison looked almost comical. At least we
knew that all of the British teams and many of the other teams would be
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knew that all of the British teams and many of the other teams would be
just as slow, if not worse.

Our transition to foot was slick and we now had a 20k run with 1000m of
ascent to further increase our chances of collecting check points. The
scenery was stunning as we wound our way up the lanes and through some
beautiful villages. We were then off road on tracks and I had déjà-vu of
being on Woodbury common as we clambered through gorse bushes. We
were picking up more than just check points at this stage with all of us
yelling as a thorn ripped down the side of our legs. Only Paul had made the
sensible decision to wear long leggings. We decided that we would miss out
one check point at this stage as our tactic was to not push ourselves to our
limits on the first day as we may just pay for it later on in the race. We
headed off to our next transition, the bike. It was a real relief to sit in the
saddle and take weight off our feet after 3 hrs of running. Almost
immediately as we were on our bikes we were taken off onto a single track
and the next I saw was Chris hurtling though the air only to be stopped by
a tree. He quickly brushed himself off and reunited himself with his bike.
The cycle was pleasant with some ascent and descent. We soon arrived at
our next check point which turned out to be a high ropes course. Paul and I
nominated ourselves to do this so we harnessed ourselves up and ran up to
the top of the course. It was great fun with rope bridges, Tyrolean
traverses and monkey swings. I loved the variety. Back onto our bikes, we
made the final transition on good form. This section was a 12k run which
we flew. We arrived at the end of Stage 1 with 30 mins to spare in a time
of 7 1/2hrs. Nick and Nat (Our support crew) met us at the end and
provided us with everything we needed from food, water and fresh clothing
to massages and physio treatment!

Stage 1 was over and we were really pleased with how it had gone. We
now had a long journey ahead of us to take us into the mountains for the
start of the nonstop race the next morning. Paul and our support crew set
off in the mini bus towards the mountains of Portugal as Gary, Chris and I
waited patiently for the organised transport. We ended up waiting about
3hrs and so didn’t arrive in the mountains until gone midnight. Looking
forward to seeing our beds laid out and food waiting for us we were
dismayed to find out that the driver had dropped us off at the wrong
location. It wasn’t until nearly 2.00am that we were reunited with the rest
of the team. A rushed pack, massage, stretch and some food and we were
tucked up in bed for our final 4hrs of sleep before the race start.

STAGE 2 - 172k

Stage 2 began at the Castle of Lousa. It was high up in the mountains and
the sun was beating down. It was a beautiful day. We all scurried around in
nervous contention. Our rucksacks were very heavy as we had to carry all
of our climbing kit as well as our wetsuits as canyoning was going to be
part of this trek. I had read, in the briefing notes, that during stage 2 we
would be climbing a total of 10,000m. Christ that’s higher than Everest! I
felt good and was raring to go.
We had decided that we would head straight to the Canyoning check point
as this tactical decision would put us ahead of the curve. We climbed on
hands and feet up steep banks and wound our way along small tracks.
2hrs later we arrived, still feeling fresh at the Canyoning. We were
delighted to hear that we were the first team to make it.
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delighted to hear that we were the first team to make it.

Before we could begin our scramble, we had a 60m abseiling to do that
would land us directly into a fast flowing pool at the top of the stream. I
was first to descend. It was really exhilarating and I bounced off the rock
with my feet. As I neared the bottom I decided not to jump straight into
the water and instead clung onto the almost vertical rock to await the
others. I had no idea how long they would take, so didn’t want to risk
getting cold waiting in the water. Paul was next down, with Gary and Chris
a little slower behind. We all jumped into the pool and swam across to
begin our scramble. The water was cold and took my breath away as it
filled up my wetsuit. Still with back packs on our backs we began what
turned out to be a 90min scramble along the massive gorge. The water
behaved erratically with some places being very calm, and others like a
rushing torrent. We plunged into pools, jumped from rock to rock and on
occasions even leaped off high rocks into yet more cold water. We collected
our much deserved check points and marched on towards our bike
transition.

Here we were met by our support crew and lots of lovely food. Ahead of us
lay a 120km bike journey that would take us into the night and through to
the next day. We were in Esporao and I don’t think anything could have
prepared us for the journey we were about to go on.
We peddled off in reasonable comfort and began our technical off road Mtb
section. I was slow on the off road tracks particularly on very steep
descending sections but I preferred to be safe than sorry, also with Paul
stopping every 10mins or so to check the map allowed for the team to
have a breather.

We began to climb some of Portugal’s highest mountains. At one stage we
were on the road cycling on our lowest gear for over an hour. Each
revolution of the pedal took maximum effort. We didn’t talk much as all as
our efforts were focused on getting to the top. The weather up top was
misty and very windy. I didn’t really have a chance to get cold as I was
working so hard. After 8hrs of peddling we arrived at Fajao Schist Village
where we were greeted by the press and some very cheery supporters. We
were given soup and sandwiches which were much needed. I was eager to
get going so, after a good fill and everyone back on form, we peddled off.
Here was where we made our first navigational error when we descended
too much and hence faced yet another steep climb. Our progress on the
bike was good, but towards the end we made yet another navigational
error and over shot our last check point by a good few K. We decided as a
team that we must go back and get it so we peddled hard. I had really
perked up at this stage and felt strong. It was amazing how highs and lows
come and go. After over 11hrs we arrived at our next transition at the
Loriga Natural Swimming pools. We all replenished our food supplies and
topped up with much needed water. I did an interview with the media guys
and before we knew it we were now off to face a further 24k trek.



As we trekked up the road, Gary and Paul were first to need to rest their
eyes, so to avoid having to stop, Chris and I took their arms and lead them
whilst they closed their eyes for the ascent. During this trek we maintained
a walk/jog pace where we walked up hills and jogged on the flat and down
hills. There was a lot of up! Towards the end of this trek my feet began to
suffer from the pressure so the lads kindly took my backpack for me. This
made all the difference and now I was flying ahead. We overtook a few
other teams on the road. At this stage Chris was navigating to give Paul a
rest. Every 2 k I would ask how much further and the answer always
seemed to be 2k. I took a quick look at the map and saw that Chris had
strategically missed taking into account that the zig zags on the road would
add at least another 10k. After a lot more 2k further comments I decided
to stop asking. For me the most difficult thing to manage is my own
expectations so I fixed a 4hr further duration in my head which would
certainly get me to the end. It did.

STAGE 3 - 215k
Stage 3 began. We arrived at our next transition slightly behind time yet
with a few other teams. Chris’s feet were now blistered quite badly and the
final pace into transition had slowed up considerably.
Stage 3 was next. We spent about 20 mins in transition eating and seeing
to our feet. I went for my usual toilet stop. The next section was a downhill
mountain bike for 59k. I was very nervous about this as I knew that
downhill mountain biking was my weakest discipline. We clambered onto
our bikes and set off. We were now 36hrs into the race without sleep. It
was beginning to show. We raced down the road before taking a sharp turn
off the road to the downhill section. Gary cycled next to me urging me to
let go of my breaks so that I would cycle at the speed of the others. I was
cycling at a comfortable speed that I could manage. Again with dusk now
falling I didn’t want to risk anything. Paul was up ahead and Chris behind.
As we descended my confidence grew and I was able to move a little
faster. Up ahead I saw that Paul had stopped and so I slowed to a stop and
before I knew it Chris came hurtling overhead and smashed straight into
Paul. Arriving at the scene, I saw that Paul had a puncture and Chris was
lying motionlessly on the ground tangled up in his bike. I ran over to Chris
but he urged me to leave him alone as he was in shock. I checked that he
could move everything. He was complaining that his side hurt so I gave
him a handful of Ibuprofen and then left him alone to recover. In the
meantime Paul was busily trying to change his punctured tyre. The pump I
had been carrying was really useless and took 4 minute to fill just one tyre
so Paul decide to resort to gas but managed in the process to puncture the
tyre again. At this stage I took over repairing the puncture whilst, Chris,
Paul and Gary began to assess the damage on Chris’s bike. They found it
had a bent tyre and broken breaks. Puncture fixed and bike bent back into
a semi ride able state we were ready to set off after about 40mins of
faffing, but then Gary saw that he too had a puncture! An hour later we
were off again. Shortly after this episode we were onto the road and cycled
straight into our next transition which was to be a white-water kayak but
because we arrived after 3.30 we had to endure an 18k run instead.



We had a fast transition and off we went on our run. Paul’s navigating was
first class and Paul and I lead the way with Chris and Gary a little behind.
Again we jogged on the flats and downhills and walked the ups’. We
collected all check points enroute. I felt really strong at this stage despite
no sleep still. We rolled into the Mountain bike transition and decided that
an hour’s sleep was absolutely necessary. Luckily our support crew had
foreseen this and had our sleeping bags laid out for us in a nice warm
room. We all slept instantly for an hour. On being woken by our support I
lay in utter despair as it dawned on me that I would have to leave this
comfort to endure yet another night on my mountain bike in the high
mountains. This next ride was to take us to the highest mountain in
Portugal! Our support crew had to wake us twice. I sat up in my sleeping
bag, the others were still asleep so I shook Chris and Gary who lay on
either side of me and Gary had to shake Paul violently to get any motion.
We all crawled out of our bags and rolled onto our bikes as though it was
natural to be doing such a thing. We waved goodbye to Nick and Nat and
set for the hills. Again the weather was mean, visibility was low and the
wind was ferocious. On the top of one of the mountains we caught up with
Team Nike and I’II always remember their comment ‘Hey, you guys are
tough!’ To be told that by previous world champions felt good and it
spurred me on. Dawn was beginning to break as we hit a very fast section
by road. We had 50k to cover but luckily it was virtually all downhill. We
rode together drafting, taking it in turns to be up front (well I managed
about 5 mins up front, the lads did most of the work!) We averaged 37kph
which was great speed. Towards the end of this cycle I felt my right knee
spasm and something gave. I was in excruciating pain and could now only
pull with my right leg and not push. We had only about 7k to go so Gary
towed me. As we reached Castelo Branco where the skate transition was,
we stopped at a bakery for a quick fill. Whatever it was I ate was very
unpleasant and, with my knee in a lot of pain, I just lay on the pavement
outside feeling miserable. I was really eager to get to the transition so that
I could go to the toilet and rest for a second. As we arrived at the
transition my nerves began to build as I knew I now faced a 20k inline
skate, all steep downhill for the first 10k and all steep uphill for the second
10k. My feet and ankles were swollen and my knee was bringing tears to
my eyes. I tried really hard to compose myself as I got myself padded up
and my skates on but as I slipped my foot into my boot I could no longer
hold back the tears. I was painfully tired, in a lot of pain and felt like I was
holding up the team. This, my conscience, would not let me forget. As soon
as the media caught sight of my distress the camera was put in my face
and I was asked on camera what was wrong. I was too distressed to lie
and try and make up a better story, so I just let it all out. Time awaits no
woman so I decided that the quickest way for me to now make progress
was on foot. I picked myself up and began to run. I know the lads were
concerned about this as they thought progress would be too slow, but it
was all I was capable of at this stage. I was slightly relieved to see that
there were others running at this stage too and those on skates were not
really moving at a pace faster than me on foot. I kept up a steady run until
we got out of the town. As I managed to get a grip, I then decided it was
time for me to don my skates and give it a go. Chris was on his trikke so
that I should be able to hold onto the back on him as we descended the
steep hills that lay ahead. Here our support crew caught up with us and
gave Chris, who was constantly hungry, some more sandwiches. I began to
skate and as we neared the first large descent I clung onto the back of
Chris. Unfortunately the Trikke that he had been given had very bad brakes



Chris. Unfortunately the Trikke that he had been given had very bad brakes
and a really wobbly wheel so this tactic did not work. The only thing I could
do was take off my skates again and run. After a couple of k we arrived at
the check point where we all had to remove our skates as the descent was
now a serious one. I was way up ahead as I figured I needed some time to
compose myself to ensure that I would get on my skates at the bottom. I
knew that it was all uphill from now on and not being afraid of hard work I
was glad to don my skates. Once I got into the flow of it I was good and
moved at a respectable pace. It just showed that I allowed my mind to
overrun my body’s ability....again! From now on it was all a mind game.

We arrived at our next transition after 3hrs of skating. En route the media
crew had caught up with me and informed me that I should not worry
about my performance as the carnage behind us was of an even greater
scale. This made me feel so much better. Again a quick fill up of food and
water and we were off to the kayak. None of us had expected a 6k portage
to the kayak so we struggled along with dry bags, a kayak trolley and all
sorts of other things, which in retrospect we really didn’t need! It was a
beautiful sunny day and I walked along in just my bra and race bib. At this
stage we were joined by a number of other teams. After an hour and a
quarter we arrived at the water’s edge, but about 200m too high. Here we
had to load our very heavy sit on top kayaks onto our kayak trolley and
roll them with all of our dry bags down a very steep and rocky path to the
pontoon where we would launch our boats. We were not very slick at this
but got safely into our kayaks and off on our way. I paddled with Gary in
the back and Paul and Chris paddled together. It was a beautiful lake
surrounded by impressive mountains climbing up on either side of us. We
paddled well and at terminal speed for our boats. After 3hrs we arrived at
the dam where we had a short portage of about 500m. This time our drills
were slick. We were out of the water dibbed at the check point, kayaks on
trolley and re-launched in no time. We were all focused and did our jobs in
harmony. Again we paddled and by now the light had retracted behind the
mountains. Before long it was pitch dark and we had to use our common
sense to navigate our way to the end. I was up front deciding on whether
to go right or left. At one stage we managed to get grounded and Gary
was quick to leap out of the boat to push us free. We were unaware of how
long we had to go until the end and I was really eager to keep pushing
hard as we faced our first cut off point here. The lads seemed somewhat
more relaxed but none of us knew whether we had a long portage on the
other side or if transition was right on the water’s edge. Cut off was at
9.00pm and it was now 7.30pm. We paddled continuously until we caught
sight of the end. It was such a relief. We leaped out of our boats and then
began the final push to get to transition in time for the cut off. We made it
at 8.15. Here we took some time to eat and change out of our wet clothes.
It was here that I first saw some of the lovely messages that we had
received from people back home. It was so nice to see. By now we were
completely delirious with tiredness. None of us could make sense of
anything and it makes me laugh when Nick and Nat said that they had
stood with each of us one by one and told us what kit we had to pack for
the next phase. I remember vividly at one point picking up a pair of
leggings and wondering whether I should wear them, pack them or eat
them!! My brain was not in a fit state.



STAGE 4 - 219k
Stage 4 had begun. At 8.45 we dibbed out of transition as we had to do so
before 9.00. We were waved off having been told that we had an 8hr trek
ahead of us and so I had prepared myself mentally for this. Before we
could begin our trek we had to rejoin our kayaks for a 30min paddle up the
estuary. This time I paddled with Paul up front. As we paddled we passed
beneath a huge bridge and Paul and I started to talk about the fact we may
be jumaring up it. We came to the conclusion that that would not be
possible as we did not have our jumaring kit with us. As we arrived at the
water’s edge we got out of the kayaks and Gary was now in a bit of a state
having got his nice dry clothes wet. He quickly changed and we were on
our way. We had been told to follow the tape that was hanging from
random branches to the bottom of a cliff. As we arrived we realised that it
was a 30m jumar. Shit we didn’t have the kit with us! As we scrambled
through our bags we found that we had in fact packed them in the last
transition, but were so delirious did realise we had. We could however only
find one jumar. The queue to the jumar was about an hour long so we
decided to grab a much needed hour’s sleep. I had insisted that Paul take
the group shelter so that we could sleep, so we wrapped ourselves up in it
and Gary and Chris were quick to sleep. With Chris’s sleeping came way
too much snoring so Paul and I tossed and turned for an hour before rising
with not even a minute of sleep between us. In a compete state of fatigue,
both physical and mental, we began the jumar. I fixed Chris up with my
jumaring kit and talked him through the ascent. We still could not find the
second jumar but when Chris checked once more in his bag he found it.
Ironically he was already half way up the wall at this stage! Paul then got
Gary rigged up, as Gary had not jumared before, but in his stage of fatigue
managed to put the basic on upside down. I was really surprised at the lack
of safety. We were completely delirious people being trusted to tie
ourselves safely onto the rope at 2.00am in the morning. I was next to go
up and slowly made my way. I struggled really badly but made the
progress needed. I had practiced a lot of jumaring but when trying to do so
in the state I was in was a whole other story. As I reached the top I took
myself aside to try and calm myself down. I was upset that it had caused
me so much stress and pain. The rope had pinched my hands through my
gloves about 10 times and my neck had been rubbed raw with the sling.
Paul was last to ascend and we were immediately onto our feet. We dibbed
in and set off on our 8hr trek.
The night was pleasant. It was still and the stars were out. As we trekked
we talked only of how far, how long and how much our feet hurt. We’d
been going for about 3hrs when we entered a village called Vinagra. Here
we saw a sheep barn that we decided to rest in for an hour. We found it
very amusing to say we had spent the night in a manger in a village called
Viagra!! Again we unrolled the group shelter and set to sleep. This time it
was Chris’s shivering that kept me awake for most of our hour. Luckily Paul
managed to get a good hours’ sleep in. It was important for our navigator
to be thinking clearly at all times. As we rose Chris’s shivering became
worse so I told him to fold up the group shelter and keep busy. I was really
surprised when he said he had extra clothing in his bag. The principle is to
layer up when stationary and unlayer when moving. We set off once again
into the darkness. This time we did not run at all. We plodded along at a
pace that was only to get slower. As we moved, Chris’s blisters got
gradually worse and our pace steadied up. I was feeling real pain in my
feet from sole bruising. I had opted to wear my rocklites as I thought we



feet from sole bruising. I had opted to wear my rocklites as I thought we
would be going off road, however 70% of the trek turned out to be on
road. Gary was struggling with leg pain but Paul seemed okay. Paul kindly
took some of the weight from my bag to ease my discomfort. We had been
on the go now for almost 6hrs but still not collected any check points. We
were now on the edge of a lake looking for a check point which proved
rather difficult to find. The sun was now up in full flow and we all protected
ourselves from it by wrapping our Odlo jumpers around our heads and
covering our necks. Once again I was down to wearing just my bra and
race bib and later in the day to just my knickers. Luckily we didn’t see
anyone else on this trek apart from the odd cow!

Our trek went on and on and each step now was a shooting pain. I tried to
breathe away the pain and focus on calming my senses down. If I tensed
up in my feet it would hurt more, so I tried to spread my feet. Every now
and then I’d managed to control the pain and feel none but sometimes the
pain was so excruciating that tears would well up in my eyes.
Cardiovascularly I felt fit and wanted to stride out but the group pace was
very slow. Chris’s blisters were now what were dictating the pace. We later
calculated that we were doing 2.9kph. That was very slow. We hiked on.
We were now back on the roads and some very long straight roads at that.
I paced out in front to try and up the speed but our pace remained
constant. We had now been on the move for 18hrs and everyone’s moral
was at an all-time low. I was constantly fighting with myself to stay strong
and stick in there but I was beginning to struggle just not knowing how
much further we had to go. I tried to look at the map but with 3 or 4
different maps it was difficult to do so and still move. Finally we came
across a small village with a cafe where we stopped for 10 minutes and
literally bought them out of sandwiches. Having packed for an 8hr trek
meant that we had run out of food and water hours before. I had
previously shared out all of my sandwiches early on in the trek and was
now really paying for it. We bought 3 sandwiches and a packet of crisps
and devoured them immediately. There were no pleases or thank yous just
desperation from all of us.

We reluctantly picked ourselves up and continued. Again the trek went on
and on and we were now nearing the 20hr mark. Moral was even lower
than before and I was barely hanging in. On the outside I seemed okay but
from inside I was in pieces. Once again we stopped at a little old ladies
house to try and fill up water. I lay in the road with my feet in the air to
try and encourage the blood to return to the rest of my body. My feet and
ankles were now 3 times their normal size. I could not think, just lie. As
Chris, Gary and Paul returned from the house I began to get myself up. I
could feel myself going dizzy and I felt sick. I tried to shout out to the lads
that I think I was going down but words just would not come out. I
collapsed in a heap on the floor and as soon as I did so my breathing rate
quadrupled and I was gasping for air. I did not know what was happening.
I went completely numb and could not feel my head. I remember thinking
that there was a vein bursting out of my head and the next I remember
was the little old lady from the house opposite (who happened to be a
nurse) putting a blood pressure monitor on me and feeding me natural
yoghurt.



yoghurt.

All I can remember thinking was that the journey was not going to end
here. Paul sat next to me and held on to me which I took great comfort in.
My shaking had stopped and my breathing had returned to normal. I was
adamant to continue. I had heard the lads discussing calling an ambulance
and our support crew, but I could not let our journey end here. I was going
to continue. After maybe 30 min I was back on my feet and this time Paul
carried my rucksack for me. I still felt rather dizzy but better. Again I had
no idea how far it was but set myself once again a 4hr target that would
surely see me to the finish. Once I got walking again I felt better. My feet
continued to be excruciating, but my mind was strong again. Again I
walked at a good pace but once again the pace was slowed by Chris’s
blisters. After a further 2hrs we arrive at transition. I saw Nick and fell into
his arms. He led us to the check point which had cruelly been placed at the
back of the castle. We all dibbed and managed a very quick group hug.
None of us were really talking much at this stage just wondering what was
next.

We got to our bikes and I ate pasta immediately. Nic and Nat came and sat
with us and Paul then said, “Maria, are you going to tell the others what
happened”. In my state of mind I really felt like the lads were trying to
blame me for the terrible stage that we had just had and this made me
excruciatingly sad. I was determined to get onto my bike but said that I
would need an hours’ sleep first otherwise it would be dangerous. Given the
late time we had arrived into transition meant that we would miss our next
cut off, but for me it was about getting to the end. When Paul realised that
we would miss our cut off he then expressed his wish of not wanting to
continue the whole way to the end by bike. Gary also said that he did not
want to continue with what had just happened to me and Chris said very
little at all. Paul then announced the decision was made. We would pull out.
I broke down in tears.

The lads were quick to get in the van to fall asleep and I sat outside on my
holdall for sometime just trying to piece together what had just happened.
Was it my fault? Why did we decide what we did? What could have changed
our decision? Had we slept for an hour and then decided would our decision
be different?

After finding no answers I too crawled into the van and fell asleep instantly.

The disappointment will stay with me for a long time but at the end of the
day it was the decision we made at the time and place we were at and the
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day it was the decision we made at the time and place we were at and the
state of mind we were in. Who knows, had we set off on our bikes that
evening for a 95k cycle along the roads, anything could have happened. It
took nerves of steel to make the decision we did and I think it will make us
all stronger and wiser for the next time around.
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If you'd like to hear more about the Team then please call me, Maria on 07862 227 187 or by e-mail
on maria_leijerstam@hotmail.com
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